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ABSTRACT
This paper presents an original solution that offers necessary functionalities for design, implementation or simple evaluation of
various text mining techniques based on Java library called JBOWL. This library was designed as open source API to support
different phases of the whole text mining process and offers a wide range of relevant classification and clustering algorithms.
JBOWL is particularly useful for enhancing existing software applications with text mining capabilities, as well as for support
of practical education of text mining and its exploitation. In this paper we present two particular cases where JBOWL has been
successfully integrated and tailored for specific way of exploitation. First case presents integration of JBOWL within collaborative
application called KP-Lab System and the second one is a web-based system for education purposes. The proposed solution supports
the whole text mining process, starting from creation of a corpus of relevant documents, application of various pre-processing
methods, up to creation of text mining models in a form of classifiers and evaluation of the obtained models. The execution of
different tasks in the same time is supported by task-based execution engine, which provides middleware-like transparent layer for
distributed execution. Evaluation of developed solution was realized within the university course called Knowledge management.
This course is organized at the Department of Cybernetics and Artificial Intelligence, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and
Informatics, Technical University of Košice. The paper also describes performed experiments and their results.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The text mining is a process aimed at extraction of
potentially interesting and useful information from large
sets of texts. The whole process consists of several phases
that can be supported by suitable software tools, but the
feedback from users is always required. One possible
exploitation domain of text mining can be e-learning in
order to support management of various shared (learning)
objects, mainly text files. The basic procedures contain
upload, sharing and deletion, but some advanced methods
are needed as possibility to create annotations,
categorization into relevant categories, semantic analyses
and some others. This set of features is covered by
proposed solution called JBOWL application that was
designed and is still being further extended as an open
source with the intention to provide an easy extensible,
modular framework for pre-processing, indexing and
further exploration of large text collections.
The shared objects of interest are based on goals of user’s
activities and have to be available on users’ requests. In
order to correctly handle these requests, the objects need
to be described by means of semantic metadata that
typically consists of proper keywords, conceptual
classification categories, and the properties as author,
location, availability, creation date, etc. (see e.g. standards
like Dublin Core1, IEEE Learning Object Metadata2, and
similar). Relationships between individual objects are
based on connection of relevant metadata to the semantic
structures of an ontology-based knowledge representation.
1
2

http://dublincore.org/
http://ltsc.ieee.org/wg12/

Creation of a consistent metadata description for
shared objects is not an easy task and may often be
difficult for users. One of promising approaches is the use
of text mining techniques for suggestion of a specific
metadata description. This problem can be supported by
the text mining techniques originating from two different
groups [2], [3]:
• Classification (supervised learning) – is suitable
for categorization of the objects into some
predefined categories (e.g. concepts from an
ontology).
• Clustering (unsupervised learning) – it is
possible to search for clusters (groups) of similar
shared objects.
Design and development of the proposed complex web
system enhanced by the text mining facilities requires a
competence and experience in the fields of knowledge
management, information retrieval and natural language
processing. It was accomplished by the involved team
members of the Centre for Information Technologies
(CIT)3. This centre takes part in several Slovak and
European research projects with orientation on knowledge
management in different domains. Some of the projects
where people from CIT have been involved in are:
Webocracy [11], KnowWeb [12] and currently KP-Lab4.
KP-Lab (Knowledge practices laboratory) represents
an European IST project which aims at developing
theories, tools, and practices that significantly enhance
understanding of knowledge creation processes as well as
3
4
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•

working practices [1]. The project consortium, which
includes 22 partners from whole Europe and Israel,
provides theoretical framework as a baseline for
collaborative virtual system with many integrated
functionalities to support collaborative knowledge
creation processes. However, it was early recognized that
the outcomes of the KP-Lab project would have a very
limited application potential in Slovak conditions, mainly
due to lack of a specific support for Slovak language.
To overcome this problem, the CIT team decided to
initiate a new national APVV project PoZnaŤ. One of the
main goals in the project PoZnaŤ, which is described in
section 2 below, was to adjust the system for use in
Slovak conditions with necessary improvements in
existing text mining tools. Section 3 provides a detailed
description of the proposed system architecture, together
with the main components as JBOWL, task-based
execution engine and user interface. In section 4,
performed experiments are presented and obtained results
are discussed. Finally, section 5 concludes the paper with
a brief summary.

•

•
•

We found four different categories of tools:
• Text indexing and retrieval tools (such as e.g.
Lucene5),
• Tools for text processing (e.g. GATE [14],
JavaNLP6),
• Tools and APIs for support of the process of
knowledge discovery in databases (Weka [15],
KDD Package [16], JDM API [17]),
• Frameworks for work with ontologies (e.g.
KAON [18]).

1.1. Motivation
Semantic description of various objects is important
for categorization, proper search functionalities and whole
view over a large set of data. The semantic description is
represented by the metadata that can be created partially
by users and partially also in an automatic manner. One
type of the user-created metadata is that of semantic
annotation, which can be used for detailed specification of
relevant objects and further employed as a source for
classification or clustering methods. These two methods
can help to divide a possibly large dataset into suitable
semantic categories.
The whole process, based on employing the text
mining methods, includes the steps as acquisition of
relevant documents, creation of the corpus of documents
and identification of key terms in it. Further processing
covers creation of a classification model for this corpus
based on the identified key terms, division of corpus into
training and testing datasets (in case of classification),
creation of relevant classifiers (or clusters) based on
training dataset, execution of proposed experiments on
testing data based on learned classifiers, and evaluation of
acquired results.
Text mining approach is relatively demanding
computing process, especially if there are large datasets
and many users. The interesting improvement in that case
is the execution engine for text mining tasks that provides
possibilities to run the tasks in parallel, in a distributed
environment.
1.2. Related work
The decision to design and implement a tool for
support of text mining and retrieval functionalities was
based on the detailed analysis of existing free software
tools that could be used to support the following
functionality requirements [13]:
• Be able to efficiently pre-process potentially
large collections of text documents with flexible
set of available pre-processing techniques.

Particular pre-processing techniques should be
well adopted for various types and formats of
text (e.g. plain text, HTML or XML).
Text collections in different languages were
envisaged, e.g. English and Slovak, as very
different sorts of languages require significantly
different approaches in pre-processing phase.
Support for indexing and retrieval in these text
collections (and experiments with various
extended retrieval techniques).
Well-designed interface to knowledge structures
such as ontologies, controlled vocabularies or
WordNet.

Features of all categories are summarized as follows:
• Text analysis is supported in Lucene, GATE,
JavaNLP, KAON and Weka.
• Vector representation is provided in different
ways from no support in Lucene, through base
support in GATE, JavaNLP, KAON, to not
optimized in KDD Package, JDM API and Weka.
• Mining models can be realized through KDD
Package, Weka, JDM API and GATE (text
extraction).
• GATE and KAON provide interfaces for work
with ontologies.
• Full-text search is implemented only in Lucene.
• NLP methods are implemented in GATE and
JavaNLP.
Each of the mentioned applications covers several
described requirements, but none of them can be marked
as fully suitable solution for text mining and semantic
retrieval, e.g. Gate is strong oriented on pre-processing
phase and has low support for text mining algorithms and
their modifications. On the other hand, Weka provides
simple pre-processing methods with the need for
transformation of the text files into Weka internal format
arff [19], which is not suitable for text mining analysis
with sparse matrices. There are also some other extensions
for Weka, e.g. commercial tool by AINetSolutions [20]
that allows recursive indexation of documents that are
stored in directories and later to transform the inverse
index to a direct index in Weka format (arff) assigning to
every document a certain category. The important fact is
that all of them are still in development based on new
conditions and requirements for adaptation to them.
Proposed solution for support of various text mining
techniques provides an easy extensible and easy to learn
5
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modular framework for preprocessing and indexing of
large text collections, as well as for creation and
evaluation of supervised and unsupervised text-mining
models through simple user environment.
2. PROJECT POZNAŤ
Project PoZnaŤ7 aims at development of a suite of
software tools, techniques, and data repositories for
processing of Slovak language (but to leave it open also
for another languages), then an adaptation of the tools on
extraction of knowledge from Slovak texts and
documents, and finally a verification of system
functionality on the pilot application. These project
objectives have been accomplished through several
specific activities as follows.
The first specific activity was based on the
development of an integrated suite of tools for NLP in
Slovak language. It contains transformation of existing
tools developed within KP-Lab project to provide means
to process the textual and multimedia documents written
in Slovak language, to extract knowledge fragments from
them, to integrate them and form them into resulting
knowledge.
Design and development of the system components
was driven by a division into particular language levels,
e.g. morphology, derivatology (word-formation), syntax
(both deep and surface), and semantics, with relations to
the existing structure of knowledge representation.
Particular tools were designed as accessible via web
service interface and were integrated into a specialized
web portal8.
The second activity resulted in the design of a data
repository within a CMS solution based on Content
Repository API for Java standard (JCR, also known as
JSR 170)9, using the Jackrabbit implementation10. The
data repository is a core of the proposed system and
consists of a corpus of training texts accompanied with the
data structures needed for particular phases of processing
on the language levels. Several resources are already
available and are envisioned to be adapted and integrated
into a common format (based on XML, compatible with
standards recommended in the field of corpus linguistics
[10]).
The last specific activity represents evaluation of the
project outcomes within a pilot application. Particular
software components as well as the integrated system
itself, have been verified and evaluated on the pilot
application within the course of Knowledge
Management11 held on the Department of Cybernetics and
Artificial Intelligence, at the Technical University
of Košice. During this course, students were asked to
accomplish predefined text mining tasks in the
implemented web application (cf. Section 3.4). Besides
testing of the core system functionality, the multi-threaded
and distributed modes of the web application were also
evaluated.

7

http://web.tuke.sk/fei-cit/poznat/index-a.html
http://cit.fei.tuke.sk:8080/textminingweb/
http://www.jcp.org/en/jsr/detail?id=170
10
http://jackrabbit.apache.org/
11
http://people.tuke.sk/jan.paralic/mz.html
8
9
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3. PROPOSED SYSTEM
The architecture of the proposed system is based
on three main sets of tools, see Fig. 1:
• Tools and services developed within the KP-Lab
project, adapted on new conditions and
requirements;
• Existing tools and services provided by JBOWL
library;
• Newly proposed and implemented tools and
services.

Fig. 1 Architecture of proposed application

The system based on presented architecture was
designed to provide support for user activities within text
mining process (from preprocessing to evaluation phase).
Students interact with this system using simple web-based
environment with necessary integrated functionalities.
These activities allow them to design and execute their
own text mining experiments based on theoretical
knowledge and acquire practical experiences.
3.1. Architecture
The “Shared Space of KP-Lab” box in Fig. 1
represents components that were implemented within the
KP-Lab project and are used in its original form. The
“Tools for NLP of Slovak language” box represents
features, components and modules that were designed and
actually developed within the PoZnaŤ project. The rest of
architecture components cover original KP-Lab services
that have been reused and modified within the PoZnaŤ.
The core of designed application is the ontology-based
semantic representation of e-Learning entities and
processes. Both types of entities, i.e. shared objects and
activities, are semantically described, i.e. annotated, by
the metadata – ontology concepts. Process of
identification, creation, maintenance, and usage of
the semantic metadata depends on the content (meaning)
of shared objects and actions, which can be extracted from
the textual description.
The textual description of the shared objects and user
actions is language-dependent. That's why it was
necessary to use NLP tools for processing the entities
described in Slovak language. To create adequate
semantic metadata descriptions, the NLP tools were
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required to provide a good quality of meaning extraction
from texts, as well as proper level of automation, with
minimum of required administrative interventions.
In this process, and also during the qualitative
evaluation of processes, the mechanisms of text mining
(classification, clustering, and others) will be applied.
Promising results can be achieved by combining text
mining with NLP methods.
3.2. JBOWL
JBOWL12 is a Java library that was designed to
support different phases of the whole text mining process
and offers a wide range of relevant classification and
clustering algorithms. This library was proposed as
an outcome of the detailed analysis of existing free
software tools in the relevant domain [2].
The initial set of JBOWL functions, originally
developed by P. Bednár, is continuously being extended
and improved, based on new requirements or expectations
expressed by researchers and students of the Dept. of
Cybernetics and AI, as well as of the Centre for
Information Technologies. Currently, JBOWL provides an
interesting open source solution in the domain of text
mining for education or research purposes. The main
problem for broader use of the JBOWL by users without
programming skills was lacking graphical user interface.
Within the project PoZnaŤ, the web-based user interface
was designed and implemented based on Java standards
and JBOWL itself has been improved in several ways.
Namely, the execution engine supporting distributed
processing of text mining tasks was implemented and the
library was integrated with a suitable CMS solution based
on existing Java standards as JCR 170, etc.
Detailed information about JBOWL library, its
architecture, components and implemented features can be
found in [4], [5] and [6].
3.3. Task-based execution engine
One type of the experiments performed within
JBOWL was running of text mining tasks in a distributed
environment, using the grid architecture. It means that
whole text mining process, classification or clustering,
was divided into several parts resulting in a serviceoriented workflow composition tool [9]. The second
motivating point in this situation was possibility to
execute several tasks in the same time. This is an
important feature especially for education purposes,
because student groups can execute several sessions
simultaneously.
Based on these new requirements, task-based
execution engine was designed and has been
implemented. This engine provides middleware-like
transparent layer (mostly for programmers wishing to reuse functionality of the JBOWL package) for running of
different tasks in a multi-threaded environment.
Detailed information about this feature was published
in [4], [5] and [6].

12

http://sourceforge.net/projects/jbowl

3.4. Web user environment
The graphical user environment, also referenced as the
text mining management console (see Fig. 2), has been
designed and implemented as a standard JSP web
application. The intention behind was to enable the users
to access all the functionalities implemented in the
JBOWL library, namely:
• Create, edit and delete a text mining project;
• Upload a new corpus of documents;
• Create and edit proposed categories for
classification;
• Create semantic annotations of documents
in corpus;
• Edit and delete of uploaded documents;
• Create an index from documents in corpus;
• Create a new classifier based on available
classification algorithms and their parameters;
• Classify the corpus of documents using the
created classifier;
• Evaluation of acquired results (documents are
divided into relevant categories).

Fig. 2 Text mining management console with corpus of
documents

To create a new classifier, the web application
provides up to 10 different classification algorithms that
can be further refined by several parameters (e.g. levels of
weighting and normalization, way of stemming, stopwords extraction, etc.). For a given corpus of documents,
the algorithm and its settings can be selected manually. In
addition, a method for automatic selection of the most
appropriate classification algorithm was originally
designed within PoZnaŤ project. The method employs the
MUDOF meta-learning approach [7]. This method was
implemented into the JBOWL library and is also included
in the web application interface.
4. EXPERIMENTS
Presented system is being continuously exploited for
educational and experimental purposes within the
education course called Knowledge management at the
Department of Cybernetics and Artificial Intelligence,
Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Informatics, TU of
Košice. This course provides information about actual
trends in the domain of knowledge management systems,
including collaborative systems, information retrieval, text
and web mining. Students obtain detailed information
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about knowledge representations, different types of
processes, available algorithms and methods, etc.
The common definition for each exercise usually is:
• Identification of a concrete text mining task;
• Acquisition of relevant documents (corpus) and
pre-processing based on selected algorithms;
• Creation of classification schema based on
selected domain of documents;
• Division of the whole corpus into two sets,
training set and testing set;
• Creation of new classifiers based on training set;
• Running the experiments on testing data;
• Evaluation of acquired results, precision of
algorithms, finding a proper setting of algorithm
parameters.
The following three cases have been selected for this
paper and briefly described below in section 4.1-3. Their
full documentation can be found on the wiki system of our
course, which is available on http://kplab.fei.tuke.sk/mz/,
but from obvious reasons in the Slovak language only.
4.1. Parallel classification of Slovak and English texts
(case no. 1)
This exercise aims on dependencies between
classification methods and language of used documents.
Students prepared two corpuses from a single domain
(wikipedia.org), one in Slovak and another in English
language.
Both corpuses were created manually through
download of relevant materials by members of the
students’ team. This approach was chosen in order
to obtain balanced and representative corpus.
In parallel, students identified key categories
in selected domains and started to create classification
scheme. In this case, proposed scheme consisted of 4 main
categories and about 30 subcategories.
Acquired corpuses contained documents in .doc
format, mainly about 1-5 pages, each subcategory
included about 10-20 documents.
Each corpus was divided into training and testing sets
with a ration of 80% to 20%. This ratio was selected based
on expectation to achieve better final classifier. The
common decision in this situation is at least 60%
documents in training sets.
The group of students performed some initial tests
in the management console in order to get familiar with
the user environment. They tried to make simple
experiments based on the data that are part of the
application.
First part of divided corpus was uploaded into the
application to create a training set. This set was created
together with its semantic annotation. Semantic
annotations in this case categorize each uploaded
document from training set in one of the defined
categories. This categorization can be performed manually
or automatically with usage of heuristic algorithms.
The group specified two basic evaluation criteria
for evaluation of produced classifiers - recall (r) and
precision (p).
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r=

tp
tp + fn

p=

tp
tp + fp

tp – true positive (correct classified documents for this
category),
fp – false positive (documents that do not belong to this
category, but were classified into it),
fn – false negative (documents that belong to this
category, but were not classified into it).
Experiments
contained
several
classification
algorithms with different parameters’ settings, e.g. term
frequency, document frequency, tokenizer type, etc. The
best classifier in this particular case was Support vector
machine on the both corpuses (no. 3).
The whole experimental package contains 7
experiments with different classifiers. The experiments
were executed on two corpuses, one in Slovak and other in
English language. Precision in these two cases was about
80 %, but the value of recall was in average about 50 %.
The best result was provided by classifier no. 3, precision
(Sl)= 100%, precision (El)= 96%, recall (Sl)= 58% and
recall (El)= 66% with the following parameters:
• Term frequency – normalized term frequency. It
means that frequency of each term was divided
by the number of occurrences of the most
frequently term.
• Document frequency – without IDF. No inverse
frequency was used in this case; there was no
need to set up different weight for each term.
• Normalization – without normalization.
Described outputs of this case show that the best
results were obtained with stemming (reducing words to
their stem (root) form) based on Porter Stemmer and
Support Vector Machine classification algorithm on
corpus of text files in English language. Differences
between Slovak and English text are caused by better
realization of preprocessing method for English.
4.2. Classification of economic texts in Slovak
language (case no. 2)
This exercise aimed at evaluation of the text mining
system based on real experiments within group
of students. The other main goal was to test suitability
of proposed solution for Slovak language conditions.
In the initial phase, group of students obtained some
information about process of text mining, detailed
description of available algorithms, typical text mining
tasks, etc.
The second step was to create taxonomy for domain
of economics. Created classification scheme should
represent main concepts for investigated domain, as
microeconomics, macroeconomics, etc.
Corpus for experiments was generated based
on created taxonomy and contained different files in pdf
or txt format from internet (blogs, articles, etc). Final
version of the corpus was evaluated as representative
enough and well balanced, i.e. acquired documents
represented the whole domain and the number
of documents in each category was similar.
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Training dataset was created as 2/3 of the whole
corpus and provides categorization into 23 categories with
about 10 documents in each category. Testing dataset
contained 116 documents.
Experiments in this group were executed with selected
algorithms, i.e. perceptron; k-nearest neighbors, decision
tree and decision rules. Each method was described
in details and this theoretical knowledge was used for
setting up parameters of the relevant algorithm.
The second corpus was divided into two datasets,
training and testing, in the rate of 70% and 30%. Required
classifiers were created based on selected algorithm as
support vector machine, perceptron, k-nearest neighbors,
boosting and decision tree.
Selected algorithms were evaluated based on precision
criterion only and obtained results were for particular
classification algorithms the following: perceptron 45,7%,
k-nearest neighbors 58,6%, decision tree 42,24% and
decision rules 35.8%.
These results were not very optimistic. They can be
improved through several actions as consultations with
domain
expert
during
creation
of taxonomy,
categorization of one document into several categories,
improvements in the phase of pre-processing, and
providing larger corpus of documents.
4.3. Evaluation of text mining application from users’
point of view (case no. 3)
The goal of this evaluation was to identify positive and
negative aspects of designed and implemented solution,
to identify possible improvements in order to get the user
environment simple and efficient enough.
The whole process consisted of several steps, starting
with creation of documents’ corpus. The first corpus was
created in automatic way, i.e. students used web crawler
called Web Harvest13. This first corpus was used for
experimental evaluation of manual categorization directly
in the web application based on semantic annotation. The
second corpus contained annotated documents from New
York Times web page that represent articles of this
newsletter. Students have used it because all documents
were categorized into defined categories with relevant
annotations.
Manual categorization provides possibility to add
category for each document individual based on user
expectations. Users have to manually upload documents
one after another and mark each document with relevant
category. This approach is quite tedious for large set of
data.
The last presented case was organized as usability
study, so obtained results were used for proposal
of necessary improvements in the proposed text mining
system. Some suggestions for improvements that have
been identified by students were, for example, a need of
built-in feature for documents download based on URL of
the source, possibility to categorize documents during
upload phase, and more detailed documentation with
examples.

13

http://web-harvest.sourceforge.net/

4.4. Evaluation
The three described cases provide overall view of
available functionalities implemented in proposed web
system supporting the whole text mining process. The
important fact is continuous development of this solution
based on realized experiments within described pilot
course, some bachelor, master or PhD. thesis. Each of
them represents different utilization of core functionalities
and their adaptation on existing conditions or expecting
results. Results of these evaluation steps were used for
necessary modifications and improvements that resulted in
current version of the system. The main improvements are
the following:
• Simple user web interface for accessing the
JBOWL functionalities.
• Open source API for further usage of
implementing new algorithms and methods.
• Task-based execution engine for possible
execution of several tasks in the distributed way.
• Realization of data repository within a CMS
solution based on Content Repository Java API.
• Possibility to upload a large set of documents
with defined categories and saving them into
implemented data repository.
• Creation of several different corpuses based on
examined domains in various languages, mainly
in Slovak and English.
• Preparation of detailed documentation about
proposed solution that will be a part of published
lecture notes for text mining. This initiative is
very important, because many students have
problems with practical realization of their
theoretical knowledge about text mining process.
They have a weak knowledge about the
algorithms and their parameters that have to be
set for successful realization and potentially
useful results.
• Extension of initial set of algorithms with new
implemented
methods
for
classification,
clustering, automatic selection of algorithms for
classification and some others.
• Intensive dissemination of proposed solution to
achieve its broader adaptation for education or
research purposes.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Text mining provides possibility to analyze large sets
of text files based on the selected techniques and
application-dependent requirements of users. The whole
process consists of the several phases that could be
supported by different applications or tools. Our proposed
solution covers all of these phases and provides possibility
to bring required text mining capabilities into other
applications based on the implemented features, together
with free available API for the implementation of new
algorithms and methods.
Actual version of the described solution was tested and
evaluated with respect to usability and functional criteria
and is continuously exploited in the education process
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within the Knowledge management course of our
Department. This version provides a web-based user
environment with access to all functionalities provided by
JBOWL and access to the content repository implemented
through Jackrabbit open-source Java solution. Our
solution offers wide scope of functionalities for realization
of text-mining process within all its phases. As a result the
proposed solution is suitable to support any suggested
text-mining application designed by the users of JBOWL
API.
One of the possible extensions of our system, already
tested in experiments, is an integration of some heuristic
algorithm based on the meta-learning method for
automatic selection of algorithms in text classification task
[7].
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